LING: B.A. in Linguistics - Grammars & Cognition

YEAR 1

Semester 1
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
MATH110/111/113/115/140/220/STAT100
ENGL101 (A/H/U/S or X)
UNIV100 or 101
For. Lang. course (#1) (SPAN 101, etc.)

Semester 2
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
CORE (e.g. HL or HA)
CORE (e.g. SB)
For. Lang. course (#2) (SPAN102, etc.)

1st Year Benchmarks:
CORE: Fundamental English and Math requirements
MAJOR: LING240

YEAR 2

Semester 3
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
CORE (e.g. SH)
CORE (e.g. Non Lab-LS/PS)
CORE (e.g. HL or HA)
For. Lang. course (#3) (SPAN 201, etc.)

Semester 4
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
CORE (e.g. Lab-LL or PL)
Elective (1xx-4xx)
CORE (e.g. Diversity)

2nd YEAR Benchmarks:
CORE: 7 of 9 Distributive Studies Courses
ARHU: Foreign language sequence completed.
MAJOR: LING311

YEAR 3

Semester 5
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
CORE Advanced Studies (#1)
Prof. Writing (ENGL 391/392/393/394/395)
Elective (3xx-4xx)
Elective (1xx-4xx)

Semester 6
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
CORE Advanced Studies (#2)
Elective (3xx-4xx)

3rd Year Benchmarks:
MAJOR: Two of LING 312, 322, 330, 410, 420, or HESP 403

YEAR 4

Semester 7
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
Elective (3xx-4xx)
Elective (1xx-4xx)

Semester 8
CORE/ARHU/ELECTIVES
Elective (1xx-4xx)
Elective (3xx-4xx)
Elective (1xx-4xx)

MAJOR
LING/PSYC/HESP/PHIL/CMSC 1xx-4xx
LING 3xx-4xx
Elective (1xx-4xx)

MAJOR
LING/PSYC/HESP/PHIL/CMSC 1xx-4xx